making it difficult to predict the various ways in which the claim might be construed. Panelists found “results-based claiming” a “big problem in the IT arts,” particularly software. Some panelists warned that functional claiming also impacts biotech patenting, but others explained that it raises fewer concerns in that industry because patentees in biotech must provide considerable information regarding the invention’s structure in the specification or the claim.

**Faulty incentives.** Some panelists argued that the system generally creates “an incentive to be as vague and ambiguous as you can with your claims” and to “defer clarity at all costs.” According to one panelist, applicants try to be “as vague as possible, avoid any expression of meaning with the hope that when they get to litigation, they can broaden the meaning beyond what the Patent Office assumed it was.” The view was not unanimous, however, and other panelists asserted reasons why patentees would want their patents to be clear. Indeed, one panelist explicitly acknowledged that incentives are in “tension.”

---
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